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During the second quarter of 2014, KGO-TV aired the following regularly 
scheduled local newscasts identified on air as “ABC 7 News” with a total 
cumulative average of over 100 hours per month:  

   

 Monday - Friday  4:30-7:00AM 

 Monday - Friday  11:00-11:30AM 

 Monday - Friday 4:00-5:00PM 

 Monday - Friday 5:00-5:30PM 

 Monday - Friday 6:00-7:00PM 

 Monday - Friday 11:00-11:35PM 

 Saturday & Sunday  11:00PM-12:00AM 

 Saturday & Sunday  5:00-6:00AM / 6:00-7:00AM 

 Saturday   8:00-9:00AM / 4:30-5:00PM 

 Sunday 8:00-8:30AM / 9:00-10:00AM / 9:00-9:30AM / 4:00-4:30PM 

 Saturday & Sunday 5:00-5:30PM & 6:00-6:30PM 

  



THE LIVE WELL NETWORK- 

On KGO-TV’s sub channels 7.2 HD and 7.3 SD, KGO-TV broadcasts the “Live Well 
Network,” a single free 24/7 over-the-air digital multicast platform channel 
providing viewers with a simulcast (D2 HD and D3 SD) original content focusing 
on home, health and lifestyle. 

The “Live Well Network” offers programs entitled: Mirror, Mirror, Let’s Dish, Traveler, 
Steven & Chris, Deals, Sweet Retreats, Motion, Food Rush and My Family Recipe 
Rocks, along with others.   
 
KGO-TV’S D2/D3 Live Well Network signal carries Public Service Announcements, 
and Children’s Core Programming as described in the Quarterly FCC 398 Children’s 
Report.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



During the 2nd Quarter of 2014, KGO-TV aired the following locally 
produced specials that addressed the problems and needs of the San 
Francisco-San Jose-Oakland Market area: 

 

“ABC 7 Presents: Skulls, A Path To Discovery”  

- Sat, 5/10, 10:00-10:30PM  

- Sat, 5/17, 4:30-5:00PM 

ABC7 takes you inside the California Academy of Sciences as they build one of 

the most extraordinary exhibits in the world. More than 650 skulls, ranging from 

an enormous African Bull Elephant to tiny birds and tall giraffes, will be on display 

from this world-renowned collection. Each skull tells a story of life, survival, and 

discovery. We'll explore how these skulls offer clues to our own lives and open 

new doors to scientific advancements in medicine, the environment, and so much 

more. Join ABC7's Dan Ashley for this rare behind-the-scenes look at the making 

of Skulls at the California Academy of Sciences. 

 

“ABC 7 Presents: More to Explore”  

- Sun, 4/13, 6:30-7:00PM 

- Sun, 4/20, 4:30-5:00PM  

- Sun, 5/25, JIP 2:43-3:00PM 

San Francisco's beloved Exploratorium is celebrating one year at its new home 

at Pier 15 on the city's waterfront. ABC7 News Anchor Dan Ashley takes a look 

at the groundbreaking exhibits packing in record crowds for hands on science 

and fun. Find out how all the attention and much larger space are allowing the 

Exploratorium to expand beyond its own walls in exciting new ways. 

 

“Beyond the Headlines: Juneteenth Roundtable” 

- Sun, 6/1, 10:00-10:30AM 

- Sat, 6/28, 2:30-3:00AM  

Today's show features a special roundtable discussion in celebration of an 

important national commemoration known as "Juneteenth," which reminds each 

of us to remember the end of slavery in the United States.  Juneteenth also looks 

to the future of the African American community, with a focus on education and 

achievement.  ABC7's Eric Thomas is here with an in-depth conversation with 

local leaders about some of the current issues facing our African American and 

Bay Area communities 

 

 

 



(Local Specials Cont.) 

 
“Profiles of Excellence”  

- Sat, 6/7, 4:30-5:00PM 

Hosted by ABC7 News Reporter/Anchor Katie Marzullo, "Profiles of Excellence" 

features five truly impressive Bay Area individuals: 

 

Mestra Marcia "Cigarra" Treidler: Our first profile explores the exciting Brazilian 

art form of Capoeira. Marcia Treidler founded ABAD-Capoeira San Francisco in 

1991, and it has grown into an important cultural bridge between Brazil and the 

Bay Area. 

 

Alecia DeCoudreaux: Our next profile highlights the work of Alecia DeCoudreaux, 

President of Mills College in Oakland. The school has been an institution in 

women's education since it was founded in 1852, and Alecia carries on this 

important legacy. 

 

Seth Kilbourn: Our next profile introduces the man overseeing an important 

organization providing vital support to elders of the Bay Area's LGBT community. 

Seth Kilbourn and his team at Openhouse are keeping these seniors engaged in 

their community.  

 

DCARA: Our next profile looks at the oldest deaf-controlled agency in the nation. 

DCARA stands for the Deaf Counseling, Advocacy and Referral Agency, and 

service as a role model for other deaf agencies around the world.  

 

Raj Jayadev: Our final profile spotlights a passionate group of community 

organizers in San Jose. Silicon Valley De-Bug was started in 2001 to give voice 

to the voiceless. It was the turn of the millennium, and the historic tech bubble 

was just collapsing. Raj Jayadev was working on the assembly line in the South 

Bay, and he witnessed his fellow temp workers struggling to make ends meet.  

 

“Beyond the Headlines: LGBT Roundtable” 

- Sat, 6/21, 4:30-5:00PM & 2:00-2:30AM 

- Sun, 6/29, 10:00-10:30AM 

June is a month of celebrations for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 

(LGBT) communities across the country, and San Francisco hosts one of the 

largest Pride parades in the world.  ABC7 is highlighting LGBT Pride month with 

this special discussion with community leaders from across the Bay Area. We'll 

discuss what each of them is doing to better serve LGBT and ally communities.  

They'll share their personal take on local Pride celebrations. And we'll discuss the 

continuing importance of the fight against HIV and AIDS, as well as the critical 

fundraising of events like AIDS Walk San Francisco. Join us for this in-depth 

discussion and celebration. 

http://abc7news.com/about/newsteam/katie-marzullo/


  

(Local Specials Cont.) 

 
“Beyond the Headlines: Early Childhood Development” 

- Sat, 6/28, 4:30-5:00PM & 2:00-2:30AM  

We know that nurturing young minds is key to ensuring a healthy and happy 

childhood. Our guests show us how the future of our society depends on our 

ability to develop this next generation.  Research has shown that exercising a 

baby's brain the first years of life has a dramatic impact on their development. 

The Bay Area Council took note of that during their annual Outlook Conference 

because well-educated children will have an effect on California's economy. 

ABC7 News reporter Lyanne Melendez filed this story in May. 

 

 

During the 2nd Quarter of 2014, KGO-TV also aired the following regularly 
scheduled locally produced programming that addressed the problems and 
needs of the San Francisco-San Jose-Oakland Market area: 

 

BEYOND THE HEADLINES- This locally produced public affairs program 
consisted of a variety of subjects primarily dealing with issues related to the local 
community.  The program’s objective was to go “beyond the headlines” and 
explore critical issues facing the community.  KGO-TV news anchors hosted this 
program that aired Sundays from 10:00 to 10:30am. 
 
 
SEVEN ON YOUR SIDE- Michael Finney headed this consumer affairs unit that 
provided consumer information / product recalls during local 5:00pm newscasts, 
and reviewed investigations / resolutions during 6:00pm newscasts.  Office staff 
answered letters, e-mail and hotline telephone calls from viewers seeking help 
with a wide variety of consumer problems.  On the average, the unit received on 
the average over 4000 e-mails/ letters, and over 1500 phone calls per month. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://abc7news.com/society/beyond-the-headlines-early-childhood-development/145743/
http://abc7news.com/society/beyond-the-headlines-early-childhood-development/145743/
http://abc7news.com/society/beyond-the-headlines-early-childhood-development/145743/
http://abc7news.com/education/campaign-focuses-on-early-education-for-babies-toddlers/58218/


SPONSORED EVENTS 
 
The following community events were featured on KGO-TV’s day planner, called 
“Around the Bay,” the station’s vehicle for sponsoring upcoming community 
events.  Each of these thirty-second spots featured two to three events, and aired 
for two weeks on a fixed schedule: 
 
4/1 – 4/11/14-  
American Heart Association: Go Red for Women Luncheon (4/25)  
Youth Service Bureau: 30th Anniversary (5/15)  
Mothers Against Violence: Mourning Mothers Walk (5/10) 
  
4/12 – 4/25/14-  
SF Child Abuse Prevention Center: Blue Ribbon Luncheon (5/2)  
Chinese Hospital: Spring Fling (5/8) 
Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation: Birthday Dinner (5/8) 
  
4/26 – 5/9/14 
Pacific Asian American Bay Area Coalition: Monarch Leadership Awards (6/1) 
Make a Wish Greater Bay Area: Wishes in Wine Country (5/17) 
Marin Open Studios (5/3-11) 
  
5/10 – 5/23/14 
SF Decorator Showcase (4/26-5/26) (benefits University High School 
scholarships) 
May Madness (5/31) 
Hayward Asian American Heritage Festival (5/31) 
  
5/21– 5/31/14 
Meals on Wheels of San Francisco: Star Chefs & Vintners Gala (6/1) 
Walnut Creek Art & Wine Festival (6/1) 
  
5/24– 6/6/14 
Make a Wish Greater Bay Area: Walk for Wishes (6/7) 
SF Ethnic Dance Festival (6/5–29) 
  
6/7 – 6/20/14 
Lance Armstrong Foundation: Ryan’s Ride (6/22) 
Italian Street Painting Marin (6/28-29) 
  
6/21 – 6/30/14 
Music & Market at Todos Santos Plaza (7/31) 
AIDS Walk San Francisco (7/20) 
City of Alameda Mayor’s 4th of July Parade (7/4) 



PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS- 

During the 2nd quarter of 2014, KGO-TV aired over 1650 public service 
announcements in various time periods throughout the broadcast day that 
involved a variety of topics.  Some of the PSA sponsors that aired in this quarter 
included:  March of Dimes, St. Jude Children’s Research, EPA Radon, US Coast 
Guard, Veterans Crisis Line, Autism Awareness, USDA, Spina Bifida Association, 
American Red Cross, Financial Lieracy, Childhood Asthma, Boys Town Hotline, 
Oakland Zoo, Fostermore.org, Best Friends Animal Society, California Office of 
Traffic Safety, United Way, and Mental Health Camp.. 

 
* * * * 

 

In addition to the local news and public affairs programs described in this report, 
KGO-TV carries all of the ABC Television news & public affairs programs listed 
and described in the report filed as “Network Programming.” 

 

* * * * 

KGO-TV regularly surveys community leaders and organizations, and responds 
to these surveys.  The station also regularly hosts community feedback meetings 
known as “ABC 7 Listens” at different Bay Area locations.  Residents are invited 
to discuss, key issues, problems, needs and interests.  Through these efforts 
we’ve determined that the following issues are important to the community: 

 

 YOUTH ISSUES 

 EDUCATION 

 ECONOMY 

 CRIME & LAW ENFORCEMENT 

 BREAKING NEWS  

 SPECIAL NEWS 

 

Some of the station’s most significant treatments of these issues are described 
on the following pages. 

 

 

 

 



LOCAL PROGRAMS ADDRESSING 
THE PROBLEMS & NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY 

 

YOUTH 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 11AM - Monday, 6/23 (2:03)  
 
A playground designed to include kids and adults with all types of special needs 
is being built in Palo Alto.  Hundreds of people attended a groundbreaking 
ceremony where city leaders spoke about the playground at Mitchell Park 
Monday morning.  Organizers say the Magical Bridge Playground is going to be 
the first of its kind in the nation, not only catering to children with disabilities, but 
also to parents with disabilities.  The playground will have seven zones that 
visually impaired kids and adults will be able to navigate. First off, there will be no 
tanbark or sand limiting wheelchairs on the ground. There will be a two-story tree 
house that's accessible by wheelchairs.  Retreat areas will be set up throughout 
for children with autism that get over stimulated by the traditional park 
experiences.  There will also be interactive music experiences and a kid-friendly 
stage complete with costumes.  Organizers say although you'll see wheelchair 
ramps at other parks that don’t necessarily make them accessible to everyone.  
“Really, 90 percent of people with disabilities have other disabilities besides 
being wheelchair users, so no parks have ever been designed with them in mind 
and we think it's time to create a community playground that includes the whole 
community," Magical Bridge Playground founder Olenka Villarreal said.  "For the 
kid it means that they get to have the same opportunities as every other child in 
their neighborhood and that's really meaningful and that sets them up for 
success," Abilities United spokesperson Sheraden Nicholau said.  The friends of 
the Magical Bridge Playground created a Youtube video and have raised $3.1 
million for the park over the past five years, but still need an additional $300,000. 
Most of the money that has been raised has come from private donations. About 
$450,000 came from the city of Palo Alto and Santa Clara County.  The park is 
expected to go under construction starting next week and be completed by the 
end of the year.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Youth Cont.) 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 4PM - Thursday, 5/29 (1:46)  
 
President Obama says there must be better medical information about 
concussions suffered by young athletes.  He’s calling attention to youth sports 
concussions during a White House summit with coaches, students, parents and 
medical professionals.  He says there's a huge public interest in having kids 
participate in sports. He says it's a central part of American culture that teaches 
teamwork.  But the president also says there's both concern and uncertainty 
about sports concussions. He says it's not limited to football, and that there still 
aren't solid numbers, and at every level, experts are still trying to grasp the scope 
of the issue.  President Obama believes people must learn to recognize and 
respond to concussion symptoms.  He says awareness about the problem has 
improved, but not by much.  
 
 
ABC 7 NEWS 6PM - Tuesday, 5/6 (2:35) 
 
An Albany family is reaching out, hoping you will be the needle in a haystack. 
Their young son needs a bone marrow transplant.  Seven-year-old Baylor 
Fredrickson is bi-racial, and while there are more than 10 million bone marrow 
donors in the national registry, only about 400,000 are mixed race. And because 
donors ideally need to be ethnically similar, finding a lifesaver is daunting.  
Baylor, who is battling leukemia, loves math, Greek mythology and sports. 
A video by the Asian American Donor Program is one of the ways the family is 
reaching out.  Baylor needs a bone marrow transplant and his sister Maddie is 
not a match.  Their parents are Japanese and German, so a mixed race donor -- 
Asian and Caucasian -- would be ideal, but so far a worldwide search has come 
up empty.  For more than two years spokesperson Jonathan Leong has tried to 
encourage more people to step up.  "The number one thing is, 'it doesn't pertain 
to me, I don't have a family member, I'm not affected,'" Leong explained. "It 
doesn't hit you until it hits close to home and that's the sad thing."  Rob 
Fredrickson is Baylor's dad. His son endured chemotherapy two years ago that 
they thought had eradicated the leukemia. Now only a bone marrow transplant 
will do.  And he says Baylor knows finding a donor is a challenge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://youtu.be/oWqi7ih5D4E


(Youth Cont.) 

ABC 7 NEWS 4PM - Friday, 5/3 (3:50)  
 
The Children's Advocacy Center helps children exposed to violence a centralized 
location where child victims can begin to find healing and city agencies can 
coordinate their responses.  "San Francisco has 6,000 reports of child abuse 
each year. It's actually the highest rate in the entire Bay Area," San Francisco 
Child Abuse Prevention Center Executive Director Katie Albright said.  Albright 
and CAC Director Chris Stewart, MD, want to talk about the new program he's 
directing, the Children's Advocacy Center of SF. It's helping children in a state-of-
the-art facility and is the first of its kind partnership in the country.  All of the 
services are under one roof, including the SF Department of Public Health, the 
district attorney, Human Services Agency, city attorney, police department and 
the SF Child Abuse Prevention Center.  The partners want children to know that 
help is available to them in a safe place because so many suffer in silence.  
"There's support for the idea that just telling your story and being listened to and 
believed is a very important thing," Stewart said.  Stewart walked us through the 
process that children and their families or caregivers go through.  They take an 
elevator to the center's floor and are greeted and checked in by a person with a 
warm smile. Then, they go into a child friendly reception room.  "Once the team is 
ready, the interviewer will come and bring the child back. They'll be brought to 
one of the interview rooms.  There’s two, one for younger children and one for 
adolescents," Stewart said. "They tell their story here to a trained interviewer who 
can put it into child appropriate language and allow them to tell what happened, 
while behind the mirror are the people who need the information for their 
investigations. It's all recorded, so we have state-of-the-art equipment here to do 
that," he added.  There's also an exam room for the children.  It took several 
years and an extraordinary commitment from many generous donors and city 
agency partners to make this happen. One of the major donors is Tipping Point 
Community.  "This idea of a new building came up and we were very excited to 
participate," Tipping Point Community Co-founder Daniel Lurie said.  It was 
founded to find programs to fight poverty in the Bay Area.  "At our Tipping Point 
function a few years ago, we raised $4 million in one night to help launch this 
new center," Lurie said.  Tipping Point is helping support two programs in the 
new Center For Youth Wellness on 3rd Street, the new Children's Advocacy 
Center, and the CPMC Bayview Child Health Center.  "If you're fighting poverty in 
the Bay Area, you always have to protect your most vulnerable and those are our 
children," Lurie said.  "For many years, the work is happening at the basement of 
General Hospital by highly trained experts, partners at UCSF, partners at San 
Francisco General who are trained in both providing medical and forensic 
services to children in crisis," Albright said.  Those experts at San Francisco 
General Hospital are in the process of moving to the new location. That 
community effort is allowing for major changes this year to help even more 
children in San Francisco. 



(Youth Cont.) 

ABC 7 NEWS 11PM - Monday, 6/16 (1:35) 
  
A brave Bay Area teen is being called a hero after risking his life to pull a 
disabled man and his dog from a burning building. He ignored the danger and a 
Fairfield man is alive tonight because he did.  Latrell McCockran and his friend, 
Isaiah Taylor, were enjoying their first weekend of summer vacation when 
Isaiah's mom, Rhonda Evans, came running in.  "And I said, 'Get here, it's a fire! 
It's a fire! Get here now, it's a fire!" Evans said.  McCockran, a 14-year-old 
student at Fairfield's Golden Hills High School, grabbed a fire extinguisher and 
ran to the apartment of his disabled neighbor.  "I saw the guy kind of stumble and 
it was like, 'he's out of it, he's been breathing in all the smoke inhalation,'" 
McCockran said.  McCockran had to crawl under the smoke to reach 62-year-old 
Richard Smith.  "He said, 'Get the dog, the dog.' So I had to run in there a second 
time to get the dog, and as I ran in there to get the dog, flames started coming 
out of the room from the roof and the stuff just started to fall," McCockran said.  
With gases building up in the apartment, McCockran was keenly aware he was 
about to risk his life. He got an A in science where he learned about the physics 
of fire.  "It already had the smoke, which is gas. If it would've had enough 
oxygen, it would've combined and it would've blew up," McCockran said. "So if it 
would have sparked just like that, the whole house would have gone up in 
flames. I would have gotten backdrafted."  "Of course, he did save my life 
because I was going to walk right into the blaze," Smith said.  "I can't sit there 
and let somebody die," McCockran said.  The fire department says McCockran 
without any formal training understood and executed the same maneuvers 
firefighters are trained to do. 
 
ABC 7 NEWS 11PM - Saturday, 5/17 (1:44) 
  
Kids forget about illness for the night at Stanford Hospital School Prom.  Friday 
night, kids at Stanford's Lucile Packard Children's Hospital got to have some fun 
just like other kids their age.  Going to prom is a rite of passage for students. But 
for kids at Stanford's Lucile Packard Children's Hospital, school is different than 
most others. Friday night, though, they got to have some fun just like other kids 
their age.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Youth Cont.) 

Beyond the Headlines:  
Early Childhood Development - Sunday, 6/2, 4:30-5PM (30:00) 
 
Each "Beyond the Headlines" focuses on a different topic affecting the people 
who make up the fabric of the Bay Area. This program looked at Early Childhood 
Development, those precious years between birth and 5-years-old.  We know 
that nurturing young minds is key to ensuring a healthy and happy childhood. Our 
guests show us how the future of our society depends on our ability to develop 
this next generation.  Research has shown that exercising a baby's brain the first 
years of life has a dramatic impact on their development.  The Bay Area Council 
took note of that during their annual Outlook Conference because well-educated 
children will have an effect on California's economy.   
 
 
ABC 7 NEWS 5PM - Wednesday, 5/28 (2:35) 

In about a week, hundreds of San Francisco at-risk teenagers will be ready to 
start a job-training program -- a program that targets at-risk students.  But the 
agency that funds it has yet to come up with a new contract -- putting the 
program in jeopardy.  The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission has 1,400 
acres of land that surrounds the city's watersheds. Someone has to maintain all 
the land. Years ago the SFPUC reached out to the sheriff's department to help 
form a program to hire at-risk students during the summer to do the work. They 
were picked by unlikely agencies.  "People in the sheriff's department, the PUC, 
community organizations, identifying kids that obviously need a chance," project 
spokesperson Catherine Sneed said.  The people already working are college 
students and staff who will supervise the younger ones. The program is called 
the Garden Project Earth Stewards Program.  "It's going to tell me I am going to 
be able to have management skills one day and be able to supervise more 
people in the future," participant Umique Shaikh said.  They work during the 
summer, Monday through Friday four hours a day, earning $11 an hour. Some 
use the money to help their families with the rent or with food.  In addition, there's 
an opportunity to learn more than just gardening skills.  "So we bring them in for 
45 minutes when they are working, sit them down, do a business class or college 
prep class or leadership class and send them back out again," Director of 
Education John Austin said.  But the program funded by the SFPUC has hit a 
snag. A new contract has yet to be finalized. If they don't get a new contract, the 
program will end after June. But the SFPUC hopes to get it completed by the 
start of summer.  "Yes, that is our plan," spokesperson Tyrone Jue said. "We 
plan to explore every avenue possible to make sure we can have the funding 
mechanism to help at risk youth work on our water sheds, because it's a great 
service."  The people who work on the program spoke of the need to keep kids 
busy.  The SFPUC contributes nearly $500,000 to the program. 



EDUCATION 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 4PM - Tuesday, 6/17 (2:10) 
 
A new kind of teacher's aide has been introduced to classrooms in Silicon Valley. 
It's a robot ushering in a new era of interactive instruction. It doesn't replace face-
to-face learning, but it does expand the reach of teachers with specialized 
knowledge.  Simon, 10, recently had something peering over him as he worked 
this summer on his reading and comprehension skills. It was a robot with an iPad 
that allows a master teacher to monitor his progress remotely and to engage with 
him. Kids like Simon are attuned to the technology and have no problem 
embracing it.  "He'll tell us, 'Help me out, and he will guide me and interact with 
me, and it's no different than when working with him in person," Director of 
Instruction Jody Gilles told ABC7 News.  Made by a company called "Double 
Robotics," its mobility allows her to walk around with Simon. "Sitting all day with 
their instructors can be tough, so we get up and move and play games, and this 
allows me to go in there with them and even do a virtual high-five. The kids love 
giving the robot high-fives," Gilles said.  The robot allows Gilles to interact with 10 
to 12 students per day for 20 to 30 minutes at a time.  The Lindamood-Bell 
Learning Centers are global, so she can do this with students just as easily in 
Sydney or London.  The Double Robot is manufactured in Silicon Valley. 
Originally, the technology was adopted for trade shows and meetings but now, it 
has found a whole new market. The robot costs $2,500 and is saving educators 
travel expenses.  "We're reducing costs in travel and in time. So, it's been a 
beneficial investment not just in terms of financially, but also in terms of the time," 
said Executive Center Director Jessica Corinne.  The robot also enables Gilles to 
monitor the progress of both student and individual instructors, called clinicians, 
and to offer suggestions.  And, Simon seems to have developed a protective 
interest in the robot. "I like to help it because mostly, sometimes, it mostly 
crashes on the wall," he said. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Education Cont.) 

 

ABC 7 NEWS 5PM - Friday, 5/30 (1:30)  
 
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg and Wife Pledge Large Donation to Bay Area 
Low Income Schools.  School districts are 'liking' Facebook and its CEO today 
following word that Mark Zuckerberg plans to donate millions of dollars to help 
struggling schools do better.  Zuckerberg and his wife Priscilla Chan announced 
in an essay published in the San Jose Mercury News that they are committing 
$120 million to schools through their charity for underserved communities in the 
Bay Area.  "Education is something worth investing in and if we can help make 
things better it will make all of our lives better," Zuckerberg wrote.  The first $5 
million will go to high need communities in San Francisco, the Redwood City 
School District and Facebook's neighbors, the Ravenswood City School District 
in East Palo Alto and eastern Menlo Park.  Superintendent Doctor Gloria 
Herndandez-Goff is grateful for the help. She says most families in the area face 
many challenges, including living below the poverty line, language issues and a 
lack of access to technology.  "Our students are every bit capable to compete at 
any level. Again we just need access and tools," said Herndandez-Goff.   
And they're getting the tools. Last August, Facebook gave away about 400 
Macbook Pro laptops to all 8th grade students in the Ravenswood School 
District, including Cesar Chavez Academy. Zuckerberg says this first $5 million 
grant will help provide computers and connectivity in schools as well as teacher 
training and parent outreach.  "I'm thinking that it's creating a better environment 
here. We're no longer behind in technology. We're moving forward. I think overall 
there's a good chemistry between Facebook and ourselves here in East Palo 
Alto," said Xen Rhone, Cesar Chavez Academy teacher.  "Nowadays everything 
is done on a computer. If you want to apply for a job you have to do it on a 
computer or online. A lot of what's done here is that they prepare these kids for 
the real world," said Aracely Vasquez, parent.  The rest of the $120 million will be 
distributed over the next five years. An interesting note, it's not just money 
coming from Mark Zuckerberg, he also volunteers his time. ABC7 News found 
out he taught student workshops in the Ravenswood City School District and 
even mentors three to four students a year.  
 

 

 

 

 



(Education Cont.) 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 4PM - Monday, 6/30 (2:18) 
 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Torlakson presented his final 
STEM report and how it will shape California schools.  California public schools 
will begin to look a lot different in the next few years, as new STEM programs will 
begin to take shape. STEM stands for science, technology, engineering and 
math.  Two years ago, a task force was formed to take a look at STEM education 
in California schools. They came up with ideas, recommendations and what they 
hope will be a blueprint for great schools.  A class in robotics is typically taught 
outside of the classroom as an extracurricular activity, but California now wants 
to make it and other STEM programs a necessity.  The superintendent of schools 
presented his final STEM report at the San Francisco Exploratorium.  The 
recommendations were presented by a group of 54 people, consisting of 
teachers, school administrators, business leaders and lawmakers.  Among the 
recommendations were to increase the number of computers in the classroom 
and improve Internet capability. The money has been approved by the 
legislature.  "We have a billion and a quarter dollars last year and $400 million 
additional dollars this year to invest in Internet connectivity," State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Torlakson said.  Some of those dollars 
will also go toward training teachers to do more hands-on instruction.  Torlakson 
said the average California classroom would operate more like a college using 
more software applications. He said, "On Google docs, four students on a team 
can be working in the classroom simultaneously on the same document shaping 
the report and then at home or on the weekends they can continue their work 
and communicate with each other."  A key point in this report is the need to 
include businesses with the intention of eventually recruiting these students.   
Linda Galliher from the Bay Area Council said, "Then if we reach out to schools 
and develop relationships with them, we bridge that gap and make it more 
robust."  For Kabrea Fields of San Francisco, being exposed to STEM programs 
at her school has made a difference in her life. She told ABC7 News, "It allows 
you to get more in touch with yourself because it's not just about making things, it 
allows you to think how you make something, how it is also going to contribute to 
the world."  The superintendent thinks most of these ideas can be implemented 
within the next five years. 

 

 

 

 

 



(Education Cont.) 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 11PM - Wednesday, 6/18 (2:10) 
 
A local piano instructor is accused of molesting three students during lessons 
and there could be more possible victims out there. Brian Butts, 28, is charged 
with 10 counts of child molestation.  His bail is set at $1.5 million. Police believe 
there could be more victims out there.  Parents are shocked to learn a substitute 
teacher at Music Art Studio in Daly City was arrested for molesting some of his 
young students.  Police say Butts taught piano and guitar this year between April 
and early June while the school's owner was in Europe. A 13-year-old girl was 
the first to report the crime.  "During the course of lessons, he was touching her 
in the chest over the clothing on several occasions," San Mateo County District 
Attorney Steve Wagstaffe said.  Two more girls, 13 and 15 also said Butts had 
touched them the same way during lessons.  "And it's not supposed to happen. 
Oh my gosh... bad news," parent Maybelle Dibble said.  ABC7 News spoke to 
parents whose kids had no contact with Butts. They say they are outraged. 
"People like him should not be a teacher, he should be in jail," grandparent 
Carlos Rosales said.  "Most of the time for these classes, it's best if there's two 
teachers in there somewhere, another adult. That's the best possible scenario, 
but budgets being what they are, it's not always going to working out," parent 
Darren Aho said.  The district attorney believes there could be more victims and 
urges them to come forward.  ABC7 News tried to talk with MusicArt 
administrators about Butts, but we were shown the door instead.  The district 
attorney says Butts could face life in prison if convicted on all counts.  "We 
certainly feel what those parents feel and that's why we very aggressively 
prosecute these cases and quite candidly, assuming they're provable cases, we 
have no room for leniency. It's a nightmare for parents," Wagstaffe said.  Butts 
will be back in court on June 25.     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Education Cont.) 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 6PM - Tuesday, 4/22 (2:00) 
 
Kickstarter has been used to fund everything from new gadgets to space 
missions -- but in Berkeley, a group of kids just successfully used it to fund a 
library.  A can-do attitude is at the core of the REALM Charter School's 
curriculum. Now in its third year, the school has classrooms full of technology 
and teachers full of energy, but no library. The eighth grade class is about to 
change that.  "I really want the future students to love it because we worked 
really, really hard on this," student Agustina McEwen said.  Call it a legacy, when 
they graduate, they're leaving behind a gift. They're calling it "x-space."  "It's a 
space made out of x's and we use these x's to make everything in here," 
Agustina said.  From the bookshelves, to the tables and chairs, it all started in 
their design class taught by a local group called Project H.  "It's sort of humbling 
and awe inspiring to watch a 13-year-old build something that came from their 
head, that they prototyped on their desk, and now is full scale," Project H founder 
Emily Pilloton said.  They started on paper, moved on to cardboard models, then 
plywood, working not on computers, but in the real world.  "Things can float in the 
middle of space on a computer, but here they have gravity, they have friction; 
they have all the resistance of real life and splinters and needing to sand corners 
down," 8th grade design instructor Hallie Chen said.  More than just a building 
block, the x's are a symbol. Each can be assembled by a single student, but 
together, they form something much greater.  "My favorite thing is being able to 
be with my friends and do this together and have fun," student Moises Barragan 
said.  They found the joy and power of working as a team to build the library and 
to buy the books that will line the crisscrossed shelves.  A few dollars at a time, 
they raised more than $78,000 on Kickstarter. Now, they're hoping to have the 
library open by the end of the school year.  "It's actually a really good feeling to 
know that this is your legacy and this is what you started -- and it's going to 
become bigger," Moises said.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Education Cont.) 

ABC 7 NEWS 6PM – Thursday, 6/19 (2:05) 
 
For those of you who have taken summer school, you know it can be slow and 
maybe not very appealing. But high schools in San Francisco have come up with 
a way to try to overcome boredom. For example in biology, students found some 
water, mud, and a little fresh air to make things a little more interesting.  
Welcome to summer school in the park.  Students from different high schools in 
San Francisco are making up a biology class needed in order to eventually 
graduate. Most are sophomores and juniors.  They're here because, well, let's 
just say they didn't do so well in biology. So instead of relearning the material in 
the classroom, they get to spend five weeks learning from Mother Nature.   
They recorded the temperature of the creek at Glen Park Canyon and took 
samples. They also measured the pH levels on the spot. Students also took 
some mud back with them to study the microorganisms they can't see. And they 
recorded every new observation.  Letting them look at the water under the 
microscope and they'll see all those little things in there, there will be a lot of 
questions," said science teacher Larry Cohbra.  Everything they take from this 
park, they will study in a way they've never experienced before.  "I like that we 
get to see more of nature for biology," said student Sandra Hernandez. "I get to 
learn more, like visualize."  Student Alexa Quintero added, "Honestly the way we 
see it, life, basically instead of just seeing it on a piece of paper because many 
people won't pay attention that way."  "The classroom, that environment, that 
closed-in environment, it's not good," said Cohbra.  Some of these city kids have 
never seen this canyon, much less pick wild blackberries.  "It's just nice to slow 
down, take a look for a while," Cohbra said. 
 

ABC 7 NEWS 4PM – Wednesday, 6/11 (0:45) 
 
San Francisco held a special graduation ceremony for a select group of students 
on Wednesday morning.  Mayor Ed Lee attended the event at City Hall.  The 
students all grew up in public housing units and overcame great odds to excel in 
school.  Marcos Munguia lives in the Alemany housing projects. He says he used 
to have trouble getting his homework done because of the crime and violence in 
his neighborhood.  "Someone has shot into my house before," he said. "It's 
affected me a lot in school, like my past years, but my senior year I've gotten a 
lot better and I've gotten past things like that and I didn't let it stop me."  Munguia 
and four other high school graduates received a $500 scholarship from the San 
Francisco Housing Authority.  In all, 69 students who live in public housing were 
honored by the city for their hard work.     

 

 



(Education Cont.) 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 5PM – Monday, 6/30 (3:15) 
 
An estimated 154,000 students will learn in the coming weeks whether they've 
been awarded new scholarships to UC and California state universities. This new 
program targets families whose financial needs have largely been ignored in the 
past and the good news is these new middle class scholarships will get even 
bigger in the coming years.  Marian Kicklighter's oldest child is just one year 
away from starting college. It's a moment she's been saving for since her son Ian 
was born. "We've been putting money not only in 529 plans, but also 
grandparents and friends have been giving us money and savings bonds and 
things like that."  In all, she's set aside $45,000 for Ian's education. That's 
enough to pay the $33, 000 it will cost Ian for one year's worth of tuition, room 
and board at a UC campus. "I know that as a parent, looking at college, it's not 
enough."  A new program being implemented this coming school year at 
California's public universities will offer scholarships to students from middle 
class families.  Rachelle Feldman is assistant vice chancellor of financial aid at 
UC Berkeley. "The students from slightly higher, middle income families have 
been getting a little bit of a squeeze."  During phase one of the program, the 
scholarship will cover about $1,100 or 14 percent of a student's tuition.  By the 
2017-2018 school year, scholarships worth up to 40 percent of tuition will be 
offered. That's great news for students.  "It's very significant.  Hopefully I think I 
will be eligible, hopefully. It's going to provide me piece of mind," incoming UC 
Berkeley student David Barba said.  "I feel like the financial aid packages 
becoming a lot better for a lot of the students, making college affordable for 
everybody," one student said.  Kicklighter is considering hiring a wealth 
management professional.  "I think that the mistakes people make when they're 
planning for college is not saving at an early enough age, not saving enough, 
could be not saving in the right types of accounts," Trilogy Financial services 
spokesperson Aaron Johnson said.  Johnson warns if money saved in a 529 plan 
isn't used for college, there's a huge tax penalty.  Also that money technically 
belongs to a child when they're 18 and legally a teen can spend that money on 
anything he or she wants.  "The discussion I have with people is, do you want to 
have a certain dollar amount? If you want to have $50,000 when the child turns 
18, OK well we need to save $200 a month to get to that $50,000," Johnson said. 
Families with incomes up to $150,000 are eligible.  It's open to all undergraduate 
students at the California public university system, including those students 
under the California Dream Act. 
 

 

 



ECONOMY 
 
ABC 7 NEWS 6PM – Thursday, 5/1, (2:35) 
 
A big crowd of several hundred marched Thursday night through the Fruitvale 
District of Oakland.  It was the biggest of several May Day demonstrations that 
took place in what's become a May 1st tradition in the Bay Area.  Immigration 
reform, minimum wage, and police violence -- those are some of the issues 
prompting thousands of people to take to the streets tonight.  At the Fruitvale 
BART Plaza in Oakland, the regional march is in celebration of International 
Workers' Day.  More than 800 people took to the streets, many hoping to 
highlight issues beyond fare wages and labor laws.  The hot topic this year is 
immigration, specifically, ending the deportation of undocumented migrant 
workers.  Beginning as a way to recognize the international labor movement, 
organizers say it has taken on a larger meaning and transformed into an annual 
human rights protest they say will touch on the issues affecting their community. 
Surprisingly, most of the anger this year is focused on President Obama and 
what they are calling the aggressive deportations.  "The Latino community and 
the migrant community helped him get elected and this is how he repaid us by 
deporting and separating our families," said demonstrator Ruben Leao.  Etelvina 
Lopez, a demonstrator who brought her children, said, "I think it's really important 
for them to be here today and for them to learn and be included and see from a 
very young age that everyone's rights need to be respected.  Women, 
immigrants, people of color, everyone's rights." 
 
 
 
BEYOND THE HEADLINES – Sunday, 4/20, 10:00-10:30AM (30:00) 
The Professional Business Women of California (PBWC) Conference 

   

This year marks the 25th Anniversary of the Professional Business Women of 
California (PBWC) Conference. Each Spring, women from all over the country 
come to San Francisco to learn, be inspired, and network all in the name of 
gender equality. The theme for this anniversary conference is "Standing 
Together, Rising Above."  ABC7 is a proud longtime sponsor of the PBWC 
Conference.  In this episode of Beyond the Headlines we talked to Rep. Jackie 
Speier, one of the co-founders of the conference, as well as other key women 
invested in the goals of PBWC. Take this opportunity to learn more about what to 
expect at the big event, happening May 13th in San Francisco.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Economy Cont.) 

 
ABC 7 NEWS 6PM – Thursday, 5/15 (2:20)  
 
A convalescent home that's been in San Francisco's Portola neighborhood since 
1884 is in danger of closing.  Elderly residents of a century old convalescent 
home in San Francisco are wondering where they will live come July.  Another 
senior care provider wants to take over the University Mound Ladies Home in the 
city.  But at this point, the home is planning to close.  You may not have heard of 
University Mound Ladies Home, but it's been in San Francisco's Portola 
neighborhood since 1884.  A gift from James Lick, once one of California's 
wealthiest men, it's a nonprofit whose mission is affordable and compassionate 
care for seniors.  But now the 134-year history of this residential facility may be 
coming to an end.  "It's hard for me to say, I'm very sad to hear that it's closing, 
it's a very, very nice facility," said resident Bonnie Claire Allegos.  Gallegos has 
lived there for three years.  Just last week, she and the 52 other residents were 
notified the home would close its doors July 10.  "Since the beginning of the 
mission of this home, the ability to generate enough revenue from the residential 
fees was not adequate to cover operating costs," said University Mound Ladies 
Home Interim Executive Director Bill Brinkman. He adds, "Our number one 
primary concern is finding new homes."  Gene Maffei says it would be very 
difficult for his 91-year-old mother Gloria to move from what he calls a wonderful 
place.  "We came for the convenience and the price, but we stayed because of 
the level of care the people provide here," he said. "It's phenomenal."  Six years 
ago they faced a financial challenge at the University Mound Ladies Home, but a 
concerted community effort helped keep the doors open.  Now another player in 
the senior care business, Age Song wants to step in, and is proposing to work 
with the nonprofit Pacific Institute to acquire the ladies home.  That proposal 
along with others is being evaluated.  "Time is short, and so we are working 
feverishly to find a solution," Brinkman said.  Fifty-three elderly women and men 
are counting on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Economy Cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Tuesday, 6/10 (1:50) 
 
San Francisco voters will get to decide whether to increase the city's minimum 
wage.  On Tuesday, Mayor Ed Lee and the San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
announced they have agreed on a ballot measure for the November ballot.  It 
would raise the minimum wage in the city from $11 an hour to $12.25 per hour by 
May of next year.  "They're going to see a pay increase that equals $240 a month 
for a full-time worker. That's $200. “It means a difference between making rent 
and not making rent. Buying groceries, paying for health care expenditures. It is 
very real money," Coalition for a Fair Economy spokesperson Shaw-san Liu said. 
 The minimum wage would continue to go up every summer until it reaches $15 
an hour by July of 2018.  That's $9,000 more per year for a worker making 
today's minimum wage. 
 
 
ABC7 NEWS 4PM - Wednesday, 6/18 (2:00) 
 
East Bay caregivers say all they want is a living wage, and one group has filed a 
class action suit against a major healthcare provider asking for just that. The suit, 
filed Wednesday, claims Kindred Healthcare routinely pays its contract workers 
less than minimum wage and denies them lunch and rest breaks.  "Cooking, 
cleaning, transferring, showering, wound care, you name it," Ginger Rogers says 
describing her duties. She says she has a passion for the work she's done as a 
caregiver for the sick and elderly for more than 25 years -- but she also needs a 
decent paycheck. That's why Rogers is one of the plaintiffs in a class action 
lawsuit against Kindred Healthcare.  "I know there's a lot of complaints and 
there's a lot of things going on, but nobody's speaking up because they need 
their job. They have families. So, there's a lot going on that's not being talked 
about," she told ABC7 News.  The lawsuit filed on behalf of Rogers and others 
caregivers in Alameda County Superior Court alleges that Kindred and its 
affiliates in California failed to pay all wages, pay minimum wage and overtime, 
and did not regularly provide workers with meals and rest periods.  "Kindred has 
a policy and practice in place where they are not paying for all hours worked. For 
example, workers are paid a flat rate when they work 12 or 24-hour shifts, and 
some of those rates are so low that they result in minimum wage violations, as 
low as $5.80 an hour," explained plaintiffs' attorney Hina Shah.  Kindred has 
about 300 contract caregivers in California that are hired by individual families to 
care for loved ones either at home or in a care facility. For instance, Rogers says 
she worked for a time in a Castro Valley as a "sitter" providing supervision and 
care for a client for a flat rate of just over $100 per day.  "No breaks, working 12 
hours a day for about a year, no breaks, no lunch break, no 15-minute breaks," 
Rogers recalled.  Based in Kentucky, Kindred Healthcare offered no comment, 
saying the company has yet to receive the lawsuit.     

 



(Economy Cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 5PM - Tuesday, 5/13 (2:13) 
 
This year's PBWC theme was "standing together, rising above," acknowledging 
how far women have come and the challenges still ahead.  Monday was a 
momentous day for Congresswoman Jackie Speier, who marked the 25th 
anniversary of an event she created to empower women -- the Professional 
Businesswomen of California conference.  This year's theme was "standing 
together, rising above," acknowledging how far women have come and the 
challenges still ahead.  A sellout crowd of 5,000 women celebrated the silver 
anniversary of the Professional Businesswomen of California conference. There 
were seminars, workshops and an expo. Rep. Jackie Speier, D-Calif. says she 
followed her instincts 25 years ago in creating an event that is now a special day 
of empowerment.  "I think developing confidence, security, doing the networking 
opportunities, learning how to better position yourself in a cooperation, taking 
risks, fundamental things we sometimes forget," Speier said.  Many attendees 
call the conference inspirational and say it showcases the growing camaraderie 
among women in the workplace.  "I'm in tech in a man's world and when you start 
working with women you realize you have to support each other," Elizabeth 
Donnelly said.  "I definitely find it easier now than when I started," Sumaira 
Nabeel said.  But despite the dramatic changes, the glass ceiling remains a 
reality.  "We see a lot more women engineers and doctors, but the numbers 
could be better," Priscilla Kimbo said.  While women are still struggling with some 
of the same old issues, keynote speaker Arianna Huffington suggested ways to 
rise above. Thousands jammed the auditorium to hear the president and editor in 
chief of the Huffington Post, and hundreds stood in line for an autographed copy 
of her bestselling book "Thrive."  "Women should no longer just aspire to be at 
the top of the world, but we need to change the world because the way the world 
is designed at the moment is not working," Huffington said.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 (Economy Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 5PM - Monday, 5/26 (2:20) 
 
On this Memorial Day, there is a refuge in San Jose for veterans who are 
homeless.  The emergency shelter was forced to shut its doors several years 
ago. Now, it's in a new place but with the same mission to help down and out 
veterans.  There were barbequed hot links, chicken and all the trimmings on 
Monday at the homeless veterans emergency housing residence now known as 
the Veterans Housing Facility of the Silicon Valley.  The name and location may 
have changed but not the makeup of the service men and women there. All were 
once homeless.  "It's very embarrassing and it's hard to recover from that," said 
Navy veteran Kelly Mahoney.  Mahoney lived in a car.  Now, the facility is her 
home, a comfortable unit that she shares with a roommate.  "And, it's a safe, 
sober, clean environment and that's very important," she said.  The original 
facility closed more than two years ago.  It was on Veterans Administration 
property.  The building was torn down because it was seismically unsafe.  About 
150 residents were forced out. Most of them were moved to other facilities.  But, 
many went back on the streets. Marine corporal Wendell Johnson was one of 
them.  "I lived under a bridge and when Irvin re-opened, I came here," said 
Johnson.  It was a promise Irvin Goodwin made to his residents. Goodwin, 
himself once a homeless vet, founded the program in 2000.  He told residents he 
would find another place.  Goodwin found a former retirement home and it took 
eight months and $250,000 to renovate.  There are now a 130 veterans living 
there.  Richard Lewis works in the kitchen as a cook.  He lost his home when he 
lost his job.  "The things that we did, manufacturing, stuff like that, dried up.  It's 
hard to find work. Seems like everybody was looking for the same job," he said. 
Goodwin says Lewis represents the new homeless veteran.  "That's the veterans 
that we have coming in here today.  The ones that's losing their jobs, laid off, 
unemployment run out," said Goodwin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 

 



(Economy Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 5PM - Wednesday, 5/14 (1:50) 
 
A new report just released shows that a high number of Asian Pacific Islanders in 
San Francisco are struggling to make ends meet.  A new report just released 
shows that a high number of Asian Pacific Islanders in San Francisco are 
struggling to make ends meet. The survey contradicts the so-called "model 
minority" stereotype.  Lourdes Hitones, 80, and her husband Lorenzo survive on 
social security.  They live at an affordable housing unit in the Tenderloin with 
their disabled son Edward and another son who has two kids.  Making ends meet 
for this extended family in an expensive city is a tough chore.  "We spend our 
money just enough for our food," Lourdes said. "Our clothing, not too much. Just 
for food, is important."  "All these findings actually told us very different story of 
what think people API's have," said Self-Help for the Elderly President Anni 
Chung "That they have no needs, have high education, have high income."  The 
findings show that Asian Pacific Islanders are the largest minority group affected 
by poverty, just more than one third of the 110,000 San Franciscans living below 
that poverty line.  What's more revealing is that the number of impoverished 
API's grew more rapidly than any other racial group -- 44 percent in four years.  
But what the survey shows is that a third of those Asian Pacific Islanders now live 
in the west side of the city, in districts like the Richmond and Sunset.  Malcolm 
Yeung is with the Chinatown Community Development Center.  "We need to be 
going deeper into the neighborhoods where we're identifying needs instead of 
just relying on some core neighborhoods to serve citywide," Yeung said.  The 
survey also shows that API's suffer from disproportionately high unemployment. 
While the overall city jobless rate was 5.4 percent, 7.3 percent of Asians were 
unemployed.  And nearly three times that for Pacific Islanders and native 
Hawaiians.  Now armed with these findings, community activists say they will ask 
city hall for more resources to help those in need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CRIME & LAW ENFORCEMENT 

 
ABC7 NEWS 11PM - Saturday, 6/28 (3:26) 
 
With the startling rise of home burglaries in the Bay Area, business is booming 
for security companies.  No longer do homeowners just want alarm systems; they 
want more sophisticated set-ups to protect their homes and themselves.  And 
police couldn't be happier.  The best seller at Hue and Cry Security Systems in 
San Carlos is a program called "Verified Response," which also alerts police. 
When the camera detects motion in the home, it triggers the recording.  The 
images are sent in real time to the company's monitoring station, where workers 
look for anything suspicious.  If there is, Hue and Cry's dispatchers call police. 
"They seem to come out faster and hopefully, they can capture the person so it 
doesn't happen again," spokesperson Natalie Miles said.  But that depends on 
how quickly officers get there.  Chances are most of the burglars will get away 
before police are able to respond. But now, there is at least one Security 
Company that's filling the gap.  Aclarity Systems has digital cameras at homes 
and businesses and the images are monitored 24 hours a day. If there's unusual 
movement, the computer sends out a red flag, but unlike other companies, they 
will dispatch a private security unit to investigate suspicious activity.  Its armed 
private patrols are constantly checking on Alclarity's clients' properties.  When 
they're dispatched to check out a location, the company says their response time 
is no more than five minutes -- enough time to capture the burglar.  "We either 
get them before they go in or we get them inside or coming out with the property 
from the building,” security spokesperson Scott hart said.  Patrol officers caught 
one of one of the biggest serial bicycle thieves in the city.  Cameras inside an 
apartment building garage captured the man's image after he had just stolen two 
bicycles.  Monitors dispatched a patrol car, the guards made a citizen's arrest 
then called police.  For law enforcement, these advances in private security 
systems have become an extra pair of eyes and hard evidence in court.  "Having 
video," San Francisco District Attorney George Gascon said. "Obviously arresting 
the individual contemporaneously with the event, and being able to put him inside 
the residence.  That makes really for a very strong case on our part. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Crime cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 11PM - Wednesday, 6/25 (1:35) 
 
A brazen mail thief got away with a major haul after breaking into mailboxes in a 
Pacific Heights apartment complex.  The man in the surveillance video isn't 
delivering the mail, he stealing it.  It happened at a posh Clay Street apartment 
building in Pacific Heights where 15 security cameras keep watch.  The well-
dressed suspect was first spotted outside, and then he appears to take 
something from his wallet to gain entry.  Building manager Szymon Dziadzia 
said, "He was good-looking, well-dressed."  Dziadzia says once inside the man is 
seen calmly using a crowbar to open the steel mailbox case, piling mail from all 
26 tenants into a bag. He makes a second trip to get the packages.  If you watch 
the video closely, you'll notice the mail thief spots the security camera and 
doesn't seem to care.  Dziadzia said, "He even sees camera and seems to say, 
'Whatever.'"  The suspect was inside the building a long time, a total of 12 
minutes. No one saw anything thing. Tenants fear their personal information was 
stolen.  "I do have personal mail coming in, I'm concerned -- credit cards, 
statements," tenant Madlena Saakova said.  Police are investigating the brazen 
theft.  Residents fear this man could be back for another haul.        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Crime cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 5PM - Monday, 5/19 (1:59)  
 
A Santa Rosa mother is accused of assaulting a boy she believed was bullying 
her daughter.  But it's not a clear-cut case.  As of Friday afternoon, the Sonoma 
County Sheriff's Office continued to investigate. One possibility is that the child 
allegedly attacked in this case may have been the wrong one.  Nothing on the 
billboard outside Santa Rosa's Olivet Elementary School could have prepared 
parents for the information they received by letter Monday morning.  "I was very 
shocked. Very, very shocked, yes," said one parent.  "Incidents like these are 
very rare and when they do happen, we respond," said school superintendent 
Jennie Snyder.  It happened Friday on the schoolyard. A 30-year-old mother, 
Delia Garcia-Bratcher allegedly attacked a 12-year-old boy for bullying her 
daughter.  The victim says she grabbed him by the throat. Ms. Garcia-Bratcher's 
lawyer says she denies it.  "She's upset. She's terrified and she's retained 
council.  And, she denies the charges as alleged," said attorney Ben Adams.   
Bullying has always been an issue among kids.  At Olivet, Monday morning, at 
least one parent described problems with bullying at the school in the past.   
"It is a problem and it needs to be addressed instead of, 'Oh, well we'll take care 
of it.' Well, they're not taking care of it, obviously," said parent Jennifer Burton.   
"Obviously, we take incidents like these very seriously," said Snyder.  Even if 
Garcia-Bratcher did lay hands on a student, her lawyer says he admires her.   
"Where in the social contract does it say we have to abandon our children to 
bullies?  If the state can't do a job protecting our children at school, how dare the 
state then file criminal charges against a parent who does?  That's 
unacceptable," said Adams.  Garcia-Bratcher will appear in court Thursday 
morning.  She is free on $30,000 bail. 
 
 
ABC7 NEWS 11AM - Thursday, 5/15 (2:20)  
 
Police say a 20-year-old woman attacked a 4-year-old girl and her father in a 
bizarre attack in a Walmart store in San Jose.   The Santa Clara County District 
Attorney's office was planning to file attempted murder charges with hate crime 
allegations.  A store employee off camera said the suspect, described as a 
transient, allegedly yelled that "the child deserved it" while being arrested.  The 
girl's family didn't know the suspect.  A spokesperson for Walmart issued a 
statement that said "our thoughts and prayers are with the family.  We appreciate 
the police's quick response and continue to work with them in this investigation." 
 Police were given surveillance video from the store and said the father likely 
saved his daughter's life.       

 
 



(Crime Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Friday, 6/6, (3:50) 
 
A Petaluma man, accused of defrauding scores of homeowners out of more than 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, is seeking bankruptcy protection -- a claim 
many of his alleged victims say is fraudulent.  Seven On Your Side has been 
following this case for more than a year and now with an update. Miguel Angel 
Lopez-Soleta is being investigated by the State Department of Justice and the 
Sonoma County District Attorney's Office for mortgage modification fraud.  It's 
been more than a year since agents served search warrants on both his home 
and office. A year later, the District Attorney has yet to make a decision on 
whether to press charges, and now some of the victims believe bankruptcy is an 
attempt to prevent them from getting their money back.  A group of people 
showed up at Lopez-Soleta's bankruptcy hearing in federal court.  The people 
say they paid him thousands of dollars to try to win a mortgage modification from 
the banks for their homes.  Most say they got nothing in return.  "When we 
contacted our bank, all hundred people contacted their banks to see how Lopez-
Soleta took care of them.  Every bank says the same thing, never heard from 
him," Santa Rosa resident Dan Steele said.  In his bankruptcy filing, Lopez-
Soleta along with his wife Heidi Beth Marks-Lopez claim they have $2.1 million in 
assets, but $3.2 million in liabilities.  Among his holdings, is a 2,200 square foot 
home in Petaluma along with the adjoining three-acre ranch.  Cameras are not 
allowed inside federal court, but his creditors were allowed to ask questions 
during the hearing.  This family asked Lopez-Soleta under oath if he had 
received $15,000 from them. Miguel denied it.  Amilcar Reyes showed us a 
signed letter from Lopez-Soleta acknowledging receipt of $15,000 along with a 
copy of Lopez-Soleta's driver's license.  "He told me everything is OK. I said 
where the line of credit.  He told me he's finished.  I called the bank.  The bank 
told me no, don't have no line of credit," Novato resident Amilcar Reyes said.  
Lopez-Soleta also denied doing business after he said he shut down his 
company Mortgage Modifiers in February 2013.  Several people in court say they 
had written checks to the company since that date.  "They denied everything. 
They lied under oath. They lied about taking money.  They lied about dates," 
Novato resident Bob Gilles said.  Gilles says his mother almost lost her home 
because of Mortgage modifiers.  Homeowners also questioned the amount of 
money the couple reported from Marks-Lopez's business caring for horses.  They 
also question her claim that she was paid in wine, and not cash, for her work at a 
local winery.  Most of all, they wanted to know what happened with all the money 
they paid to mortgage modifiers.  Miguel said all the money was used for 
expenses and to pay back debts.  "What do you guys think of having all those 
people in the courtroom that angry at you?"  The couple continued walking, 
ignoring my questions. Finally, I asked if they had anything to say to customers of 
Mortgage Modifiers who feel they've been defrauded.  Michael Finney "You can 
 



  
(Crime Cont.) 

 
(6/6/14 Trial Cont.) 
 
tell these people anything you want.  You can explain anything you want. You 
can tell us what happened."  The couple remained silent.  It was a year ago in 
April that state authorities served a search warrant on Mortgage Modifiers' 
Petaluma office.  They seized records and computer files.  The evidence has 
been handed over to investigators for Sonoma County District Attorney Jill 
Ravitch and 14 months later, no decision has been made whether or not to press 
charges.  "The 20 of us victims showing up really hopefully woke him up that he's 
really done some harm to many, many people," Novato resident Lisa Marvier 
said.  The District attorney's Office said it would have no comment until after its 
investigation was completed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Crime Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 5PM - Monday, 4/14 (2:15) 
 
The crime rate is up but the number of police officers is down.  So now San Jose 
has a new idea to keep its citizens safe.  The city cannot draw from inside its 
ranks, so it is going outside for help. Santa Clara County is offering mutual aid to 
San Jose police because of rising crime and a shortage of officers. Sheriff's 
deputies would help patrol city streets.  Santa Clara County sheriff's deputies 
already cover a large part of the region.  But they may be adding San Jose 
streets to their beats. It's a plan devised by a county supervisor, who happens to 
be running for San Jose mayor.  San Jose has seen its police force drop by more 
than 400 officers due to budget cuts and voter-approved pension reform.  The 
result has been a near doubling of response time for non-life threatening calls for 
help from 11 to 20 minutes. Or even no response at all.  "I had my mail stolen the 
week before last," said Santa Clara County Supervisor Dave Cortese.  "I called 
the police department.  They can't respond, so just to get basic response back, I 
think this makes a lot of sense."  That's why he's talking about having sheriff's 
deputies being assigned to help patrol San Jose and perform other police 
functions.  "I think that would be in detectives, in solving crimes, in helping to lock 
up burglars and other criminals that are producing theft crimes right now, and 
that's an area that San Jose is almost completely anemic," Supervisor Cortese 
said.  The idea will go before the board of supervisors Tuesday.  If approved, 
Sheriff Laurie Smith would develop a feasibility plan.  Reaction from city council 
members has been positive.  "The neighbors, our communities, they know what's 
going on in terms of the increasing theft, what have you," San Jose City 
Councilmember Ash Kalra said.  "If we can have a few more bodies out there 
with badges, that would be a good thing."  Jim Unlund, the president of the Police 
Officers Association, sees the plan as a temporary measure until police staffing 
can be increased.  "Understand it's only a short-term fix in that even if the sheriffs 
were doing this on overtime, they can only do it for so long before they get burnt 
out as well," he said.  Councilmember Rose Herrera is looking for a longer-range 
solution, including an amendment to the pension reform measure, which 
triggered the exodus of officers.  "If we can tweak it to allow Tier 1 officers, 
street-ready officers who left, to come back under Tier 1, we need to do that," 
she said. "And that would require a voter change, a ballot change, a ballot 
measure, but I support that."    

 

 

 

 



BREAKING NEWS 

 
ABC7 NEWS 11PM - Saturday, 6/14, (2:35) 
 
Search crews in Marin County were hoping to find a missing 9-year old girl by 
nightfall, but so far she has not been found.  The girl's family is staying at Samuel 
P. Taylor State Park just west of Woodacre where the search began Friday 
afternoon.  The good news is there is a full moon that is offering a little extra light 
for search crews.  Ida was last seen wearing a pink terry cloth dress with some 
white flowers on it. It's not much protection against the temperature that is 
supposed to dip down into the 40s or 50s overnight.  Deputies say that 
temperature is survivable.  Ida is described as 4'2", weighing 50 pounds, with 
brown hair and hazel eyes.  Searchers are asking everyone at the campsite if 
they had seen the little girl.  They know the parents are devastated by the 
situation and some rescuers say they would be very scared if it were their child 
who went missing.  Members of the California Conservation Corps helped look 
for Ida. She was last seen at her family's campsite around noon.  Friday evening 
Marin County Sheriff's deputies bought in search dogs to track her scent, while 
Ida's mother got into a deputy’s car anxiously waiting for a sign of her daughter.  
Friday morning Ida played with other children at the campsite.  When her parents 
looked up, she was gone.  A Sheriff's deputy said, "We have identified no reason 
to believe there's any foul play involved."  However, deputies are looking at every 
car entering and exiting the park. Efforts focus on a four-mile perimeter around 
camp and Lagunitas Creek.  The family is from New Mexico, but Ida's mother 
grew up in Marin County.  This was supposed to be a fun family vacation for Ida, 
her parents, and her two younger brothers. Now, as you might imagine, they just 
desperately want her home.  More than 100 people are expected to search 
overnight and into Saturday morning or until they find Ida. 

 

ABC7 NEWS 5PM - Tuesday, 4/15 (7:00) 

 
This newscast opened with live breaking news coverage from the Sky 7 
helicopter of three separate fires that were burning in San Francisco.  The 
fires affected transportation corridors, electrical power, and generated 
billowing layers of smoke throughout the area.  People were evacuated 
from the buildings, and over one hundred SFFD fire personnel were 
involved in fighting the blazes. 
 

 

 



(Breaking News Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 11PM - Wednesday, 4/16 (1:50) 
 
A night of sailing on the San Francisco Bay Wednesday ended with one person 
dead and two others injured in Redwood City.  Detectives have been combing 
over the 42-foot yacht named "The Bella."  Members of the Sequoia Yacht Club 
tell ABC7 News that the yacht's mast snapped during a regatta Wednesday 
evening and killed a sailor onboard.  Officials tell ABC7 News that The Bella was 
on the bay around 6:45 p.m. when it apparently got too close to a channel 
marker. That's when one of the guide wires that supported the mast got caught 
on the marker.  The Coast Guard says the mast broke off and crashed down on 
top of the crew of five sailors, killing one and injuring two others.  We're told a 
small USGS boat was nearby and rescued the crew.  A witness says he saw 
them coming into the dock at the Port of Redwood City.  It's also where they 
unloaded the body of the dead sailor.  "They were frantic," said one witness. 
"They were telling everybody cause there were people coming in on other 
sailboats and there were people driving in saying 'get out of the way, get out of 
the way, we gotta go.' So they zoomed up quick.  The moment they zoomed up 
the EMTs raced down to the bottom of the dock."  They say they've never had a 
serious injury or fatality in the club's 75 years.  Yacht club members say the 
weekly regattas have been postponed for the next two weeks.   So far, the 
victims have not yet been identified.  Yacht club members say this was a casual 
regatta they hold every Wednesday, noting it's all for fun and the competition is 
very light.   
 
 
ABC7 NEWS 11PM - Thursday, 6/19 (1:55) 

A family in East San Jose is devastated to see their home burn down to the 
ground after having it in the family for 85 years.  Two homes were completely 
destroyed by fire at Clayton and Mt. Hamilton roads in East San Jose this 
afternoon.  Around 4:22 p.m. the fire started and moved from a house, to the 
grass, to two sheds, and finally to Belva Bunnell's house.  "My aunt's not going to 
have a house and it's going to be tough," nephew Dan Bunnell said.  Fighting this 
fire was also extremely tough, especially after it jumped from the property on 
Clayton Road to a dry, grassy hillside a quarter mile away. Crews rushed to 
protect a nearby home just in case. CAL FIRE knocked the fire down while the 
San Jose Fire Department focused on keeping the flames on the Bunnell family 
property from spreading. Officials admit they faced several challenges.  "Access 
was difficult, you can see two-lane road. We had to kind of single-track this thing 
getting up here.  We had to relay water to the area," San Jose Fire Capt. Cleo 
Doss said.  



(Breaking News Cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 11AM - Thursday, 5/8 (0:32) 
 
Passengers and employees in Terminal B at Mineta San Jose International 
Airport were briefly evacuated due to a fire alarm that sounded with no fire 
present, an airport spokeswoman said.  At about 10:05am fire alarms were 
activated in Terminal B, which includes Alaska and Southwest Airlines and SJC's 
administrative offices, airport spokeswoman Rosemary Barnes said.  Airport 
operations staff responded to the scene and the San Jose Fire Department made 
it to the area at 10:10am to investigate, Barnes said.  An investigation 
determined that the alarm was tripped off due to a failed component in a fire 
pump system that supplies water to the fire suppression system at the terminal, 
Barnes said.  The Fire Department reported the area clear at 10:15am and 
people were permitted to return to the terminal.  The airport's on-duty manager 
reported that the incident had a "minimal" impact on flight operations, but 
passengers in Terminal B had to be screened again through airport security, 
Barnes said.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Breaking News Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Sunday, 4/13 (2:40) 
 
Officials say crews have a handle on a five-alarm fire at a commercial building in 
downtown San Jose that injured two firefighters and sent a massive plume of 
smoke into the sky Sunday afternoon.  The fire started at about 3:10pm in a 
former television station at Park Avenue and S. Montgomery Street, which is 
about two blocks from a Caltrain station.  At its peak, the smoke could be seen 
as far as Great America Parkway.  Crews battled the five-alarm blaze that, at one 
time, had them concerned that it would spread.  The non-residential building 
once housed a local TV station and is across the street from a San Jose Fire 
Department training center.  Officials were worried about a possible structure 
collapse and ordered all crews to stay 100 feet away from the building. About 30 
minutes after the first call was reported, officials say a wall partially collapsed.  
"This is a five-alarm fire," said Captain Reggie Williams.  "The fire has been 
mostly knocked down.  We have it completely surrounded with our area ladders.  
We've had multiple collapses, and are interviewing some people that were inside 
the building at the time of the fire.  We need to try to figure out whether 
everybody's accounted for, and whether everybody got out safely. During the fire, 
because of the high heat, we had a couple firefighters get injured. Some suffered 
minor burns, others exhaustion after fighting this fire for such a long time.  "Some 
may be familiar with this location -- it's part of the A's ballpark plan.  The fire did 
not seem to disrupt Caltrain service.  Residents nearby say the building has been 
vacant for some time and is continually tagged with graffiti.  Captain Williams 
said the building was in use by squatters.  When they arrived, as many as eight 
people were trying to retrieve possessions. Officials say one man even stored his 
motorcycle inside the building.  Investigators do not have a cause yet, but have 
confirmed that they are speaking with a few individuals who were seen at the 
location at the start of the fire.  Officials say two firefighters were injured and at 
least one fire truck sustained some damage.  Crews used multiple hoses to battle 
the blaze, and will remain on scene to secure the building and tend to any 
hotspots.  

 

 

 

 

 



SPECIAL NEWS REPORTS 
 
ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Monday, 6/9 (3:45) 

 
This story may cause you to sift through old boxes more carefully.  Our viewer 
found a bank note pre-dating Abraham Lincoln's presidency.  She was very 
excited, but not sure what to do with it.  Susan Budwiser rummaged through the 
attic of her mother's old house in Richmond.  "My mother sadly was a pack rat," 
Budwiser said.  Her mom died years ago, leaving Budwiser a house crammed 
with a lifetime of belongings.  "It took me three-and-a-half months to clean it out 
and I found treasures," Budwiser said.  She found antiques, family photos, news 
clippings, and then tucked in with her grandfathers' belongings, she found 
something exciting.  "I did find this bank note. A $1000 bank note," Budwiser 
said.  It was a promissory note for $1000 dating all the way back to 1840.  It was 
a pre-Civil War bank note that could be worth how much?  "When I took it to my 
bank to ask them and they were like 'oh my god I've never seen anything like this' 
and they were really excited."  She put the note in a safe deposit box, but now 
she wants to find out if she is sitting on a pot of gold.  "I don't know. I'm totally at 
a loss. I have no idea the value of it," Budwiser said.  Her bank said, 'ask the 
U.S. Mint.'  The feds didn't know anything about it either.  So, 7 On Your Side 
consulted an expert named Dean Witter.  He's a longtime dealer in rare coins 
and bills.  We brought Budwiser to Witter's San Francisco office and showed him 
that bill.  He took one look and recognized it instantly.  "It's parchment basically," 
Witter said.  "Yeah? Oh no," Budwiser said.  Witter tells 7 On Your Side, this is a 
copy of a real bank note issued back in 1840.  In fact, one of millions of copies of 
the exact same note.  Dean showed us a wad of them that were brought in by 
other hopeful treasure seekers.  "Right now this has absolutely no value 
whatsoever," Witter said.  Budwiser says it was fun to dream a little anyway. 
"Boo hoo there goes my new car," Budwiser said.  Some folks who found these 
replicas aren't giving up on cashing in.  We found four of the very same copies up 
for sale on EBay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Special News Cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 11PM - Tuesday, 6/17 (2:30) 
 
The fighting in Iraq will soon be felt at Bay Area gas pumps.  The largest refinery 
in Iraq was closed for a time, but in the southern regions, oil production is up.  
For motorists filling up in the Bay Area, the high gas prices seem overwhelming. 
"It's tough for me to totally understand, so I kind of just zone it out because it's so 
confusing, so no, I don't totally understand it and I just go with what the price is," 
said Greenbrae resident Michael McClure.  That's what most people do, and the 
doing is getting tougher.  "The tremendous amount of trouble going on in Iraq 
right now is already raising oil prices up to about $106, $107 a barrel," said 
financial journalist Jordan Goodman.  Goodman believes oil prices will go up 
from here.  "Oil workers flee when you have this kind of trouble so that's why 
supply is going to be coming down," he said.  "And we can't make up that supply 
very quickly. That's why oil prices are rising well over $100 a barrel, and I think 
will go up further, maybe to about $110 a barrel or so."  What drivers can do is 
drive less, plan trips carefully, and ease up on the gas pedal. 
 

ABC7NEWS 11PM - Wednesday, 6/18 (2:45) 
 
One of the most common complaints KGO-TV gets on 7 On Your Side are 
requests for help in getting a promised refund.  When it comes to getting 
promised refunds, persistence sure pays off.  San Jose resident Steve Sarsfield 
uses gift cards like some people use credit cards.  In May of last year, Sarsfield 
made a purchase on Walmart.com using four gift cards of various denominations, 
totaling $100.  When he cancelled his order two weeks later on May 13, the 
amount spent was credited back onto his gift cards.  "They did credit my gift 
cards back," said Sarsfield. "But the same day they made another debit for the 
same amount, so I never received my refund."  His records confirmed that. 
 Sarsfield didn't think it was a big deal and figured he would just contact Walmart, 
point out the mistake, and everything would be taken care of.  It didn't work out 
that way.  "They responded by saying, 'You got a refund on this date.  You 
received a refund,'" he said.  Sarsfield received an email stating that, according 
to Walmart's records, his four shopping cards were refunded on May 13. 
He tried several more times to explain the error, but he had no luck.  "This went 
on and on and on. Just every time I emailed them, they got the same response," 
he said.  He had nearly a dozen contacts via email and over the phone with 
Walmart.  Finally after a year, he called 7 On Your Side, and we contacted 
Walmart and the retailer credited the $100 back onto his gift cards.  "We were 
happy to get it resolved," Walmart said.  Sarsfield was also happy to get the 
matter resolved. 

 

 



(Special News Cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Tuesday, 6/17 (3:05) 
 
A proposed state law to test DNA evidence from every sexual assault case 
passed a major hurdle in a Senate committee.  A proposed state law to test DNA 
evidence from every sexual assault case passed a major hurdle in a Senate 
committee Tuesday.  The bill was introduced after the ABC 7 I-Team discovered 
thousands of untested rape kits sitting on police storage room shelves.   
This might seem like common sense for law enforcement to test DNA evidence 
after a woman is sexually assaulted -- not only for that single case, but also for 
possibly tying the assailant to other crimes.  But, one powerful group is fighting 
the bill.  It sailed through the Assembly and Tuesday, AB 1517, which would set 
guidelines for the testing of rape kits, passed the Senate Public Safety 
Committee on a 5-0 vote.  Alameda County District Attorney Nancy O'Malley 
sponsored the measure after the I-Team found thousands of untested rape kits in 
police storage rooms around the Bay Area.  "With all of the evidence across 
America of those communities that have undertaken testing their backlog, we're 
all discovering the tremendous value there is in our ability to solve these crimes 
and to bring justice for those victims," O'Malley said during testimony Tuesday. 
O'Malley points to New York City, where the arrest rate jumped from 40 to 70 
percent, after clearing their backlog of untested rape kits.  But, the California 
State Sheriffs' Association opposes the measure, partly because of the expense 
of DNA testing. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Special News Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 11PM - Wednesday, 5/21 (5:00) 
 
A highly decorated Navy SEAL has taken on a new mission -- fighting for the 
rights of transgender people. And, she's helping the ABC 7 News I-Team expose 
a new case of stolen valor in the East Bay.  Stolen valor -- wearing medals that 
you didn't earn and do not deserve, claiming to be a Navy SEAL when you're not. 
It's an insult to real Navy SEALs and to anyone who served in any branch of the 
military. It is also illegal.  There is video of Chris Beck somersaulting out of a 
plane during Navy SEAL training.  He served 20 years, including a stint with the 
elite counter-terrorism unit, SEAL Team Six.  Beck grew a long beard for 
undercover work.  He was often the "breacher", the first one through the door on 
hundreds of raids in Iraq and Afghanistan, and became a team leader -- a senior 
chief.  During training, Chris Beck told his colleagues, "You guys can load as 
many mags as you want and shoot to your heart's content, but it's up to you to 
load your mags and take care of that."  He paid the price, receiving a Purple 
Heart for his many injuries in combat and a Bronze Star with the "V" for valor.  
Chris Beck retired three years ago and started living as Kristin Beck.  She says 
it's the toughest battle of all, in many ways.  Beck told Dan Noyes, "I've gotten a 
number of death threats, I've gotten a lot of hate mail, I've also been physically 
attacked on the street, just minding my own business.  I've been physically 
attacked because of how I look, because of my appearance."  Beck made a 
conscious decision to be very public about her life, speaking at transgender 
conferences such as one in Pennsylvania in March.  She told participants of the 
Keystone Conference, "I'm going to keep working really hard until the military 
accepts us and that's my thing."  She's also the subject of a documentary, "Lady 
Valor" that's now on the festival circuit. After the release of her book, "Warrior 
Princess" last year, Beck took heat on social media from a woman in Martinez. 
On a blog about transgender issues, Robin Summers Mitchell wrote, "She is 
not... the first SEAL to ever be transgender."  "And why the heck are you doing it 
anyway?" asks Beck.  "Doesn't make any sense.  Go and be happy with your 
own life and do your own thing, and achieve your own achievements.  Do your 
thing."  Mitchell wore the trident awarded to Navy SEALs and claimed she 
completed "Basic Underwater Demolition SEAL" or BUD/S training in the late 
1970s.  She came to Noyes' attention when a viewer who lives in Martinez 
spotted her in a collage of fake SEALs, in an I-Team report three months ago.  
Noyes spotted Robin Mitchell in Martinez and asked, "Will you please stop and 
talk?"  Mitchell promotes herself as a leading transgender activist, founder and 
CEO of something she calls the "Trans Purple People Party" and she attended 
last year's San Francisco Trans March in Dolores Park.  She sometimes wears 
her medals to public appearances.  The problem is 30 of them are fake including 
the Navy Distinguished Service Medal, the Silver Star, Bronze Star and Purple 
Heart. 
 



 

(Special News Cont.) 

(5/21/14 Seal Cont.) 
 
Beck argues, "We put our lives down for that and you're using that for personal  
gain?  That's offensive, that's just not right."  Records obtained by the I-Team 
under the Freedom of Information Act show Mitchell did serve as a Navy interior 
communications electrician on several ships, for seven years beginning after the 
Vietnam War. She was never a Navy SEAL.  In phone calls and a long Facebook 
exchange, Mitchell considered an interview, then refused, saying it's her "First 
Amendment Rights ... anyone can act or wear anything they want including but 
not limited to looking female or looking like a Navy SEAL...not a crime." 
Noyes told Mitchell in person, "I really want to make sure that I understand your 
Facebook message to me that you believe it's your right to dress as a Navy 
SEAL."  Mitchell answered, "Do you believe I'm Robin?"  Noyes: "I believe you 
are."  Mitchell: "'kay."  Noyes: "Are you not Robin?"  Vietnam veteran Doug 
Sterner who helped write the Stolen Valor Act told Noyes, "You know, this is the 
kind of person that we were targeting when we wrote the original Stolen Valor 
Act. Has nothing to do with gender identity.  It has to do with hero identity and 
stealing that persona."  The latest version of the act signed by President Barack 
Obama last year makes it a crime for someone to lie about receiving any of the 
most prestigious service medals "with intent to obtain money, property, or other 
tangible benefit".  Mitchell refused to answer any of Noyes' questions and said, 
"Don't ever come back here."  Even if the financial aspect can't be proven with 
Mitchell, Sterner hopes she could still be prosecuted for wearing medals she 
never earned.  "I think it's a total injustice," said Sterner.  "I think it's a slam at 
every man and woman who's received a Purple Heart legitimately, and I think it is 
the kind of thing our community should be totally outraged about."  Beck is upset 
about the negative attention Mitchell brings to the transgender movement, while 
she pushes for greater acceptance.  "Being transgender is already tough 
enough," says Beck. "That someone bringing out more negative attention on 
myself, upon being transgender and then also on the SEALs, things are tough for 
all of us."  Looking back at that picture of Mitchell at last year's San Francisco 
Trans March, you can see she's wearing a FEMA I.D. Officials at the District 9 
office in Oakland say the name tag is a fake -- Mitchell never worked for FEMA 
as an employee or volunteer. 

 

 

 

 



 

(Special News Cont.) 

 
ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Monday, 6/23 (3:30) 
 
The ABC7 I-Team tackles the top seven questions asked on social media about 
the Golden Gate Bridge's suicide netting.  It's been five years since the Golden 
Gate Bridge District agreed to build a suicide barrier.  But it wasn't until Monday 
that they said they finally have the money to get the job done.  The Golden Gate 
Bridge's General Manager announced Monday he has a funding plan in place for 
a suicide prevention net.  The cost, $76 million, but where will the money come 
from, and will tolls increase as a result?  The ABC7 News Investigative Team first 
reported in February that 2013 was a record year for suicide -- 46 people died 
jumping off the bridge.  And since then, the team has been overwhelmed with 
questions on social media about the suicide netting. Here are answers to the top 
seven questions sent in by viewers.  Question 1: How will the suicide network?  
Three-and-a-half miles of marine-grade steel wire will line both sides of the 
Golden Gate, 20 feet down from the walkway and 20 feet across. If someone 
were to jump to the net, the impact would injure him or her.  Denis Mulligan, 
Golden Gate Bridge District General Manager, tells the I-Team, "For whatever 
reason, suicidal people don't want to hurt themselves, they want to die.  The 
thought of jumping into a steel net down 20 feet has proven to be completely 
effective in a whole host of other locations."  Mulligan says in other cities that use 
a similar system on their bridges, the suicides flat out stopped.  Question 2: 
Won't people just find some other way to take their lives?  Mulligan says studies 
show 90 percent of people who were stopped at the Golden Gate before they 
jumped went on to live long lives, without committing suicide in another way.  
Noyes: "So, you're saying that people seem to fixate on the Golden Gate, if they 
can't commit suicide there, perhaps they won't."  Mulligan: "That's what many 
researchers have studied, that's what they've concluded."  Question 3: How will 
they retrieve someone after they land on the net?  The bridge district is studying 
options, including a special truck that would lower an arm down to the net.  But 
Mulligan says, "We're now meeting with the local emergency responders and we 
may come up with a different method to rescue people from the net."  Question 
4: Will the $76 million cost of the suicide net lead to another toll increase?  
Mulligan says, "No," that $20 million will come from bridge district reserves, $7 
million from state mental health funds, and most of it -- $49 million -- from the 
federal government.  Mulligan told the I-Team, "As recently as two years ago, it 
was not eligible to receive any federal highway funds.  Fortunately, there was a 
change in federal law."  Question 5: Will the suicide net affect the beauty of the 
Golden Gate?  Mulligan answered, "It will be visible from the vista points on the 
two ends of the bridge, but people who drive across the bridge will not know that 
it's there, people who are down in Crissy Field or in the Marin Headlands will not 
see the net because it will blend in with the rest of the bridge."   



(Special News Cont.) 

(6/23/14 Bridge Cont.) 
 
Question 6: Could the netting strain the bridge structure because of the wind?  
Mulligan points to the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in Washington State that bucked 
wildly in 40 mile per hour winds before it collapsed.  The Golden Gate will 
undergo a "wind retro-fit" to accommodate the suicide nets.  Mulligan says, "Long 
span bridges, the cross section, the handrails, the deck, the shape of the trusses, 
the boxes below, are like an air foil or a wing. And little changes are like changing 
the flap on a wing."  Question 7: When will it be done?  The bridgeboard votes on 
its $20 million share this Friday. It should easily pass, and if it goes as planned, 
the suicide netting will be in place by the end of 2017 or early 2018. One of the 
board members who’s been pushing for the suicide net for decades had a 
grandson who died at the Golden Gate, earlier this month. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Special News Cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Friday, 5/2 (5:00) 
 
A San Pablo resident is accusing city officials of keeping a secret, that wound up 
getting several homes red-tagged.  It's been three years since the San Pablo 
slide, and the hillside still isn't fixed.  A deal to settle all the lawsuits and get the 
repairs done is ready to be signed, but one neighbor refuses -- he accuses city 
officials of a cover-up.  Joe Romey is fighting mad.  He lives just above the San 
Pablo slide, but won't sign a deal to fix the hillside because it lets the city off the 
hook.  "They should step forward and accept their responsibility," Romey told 
Dan Noyes.  "The history is there, the documentation is there."  The ordeal 
began March 25, 2011.  Neighbors on Wyman Street woke up to see their yards 
falling away, and those living down the hill on Hillcrest Road watched the slow-
motion slide send mud up to their homes, over the course of several weeks.  At 
the time, Peter Hewitt told ABC7 News, "There's nothing to stop the mud from 
overtaking our house."  Stunned residents moved out of their homes that 
inspectors ruled as unsafe.  Blanka Walker told ABC7 News, "I'm just sad, my 
house, actually our only house we ever had, just going down the hill and there's 
no way for me to stop it."  City officials held meetings, ostensibly to find ways to 
help.  They offered to temporarily shore up the hillside, but couldn't find money to 
do it.  Then, they applied for state and federal disaster aid.  That also didn't work. 
Kelsey Worthy, Assistant San Pablo City Manager, announced in May 2011, 
"We've got indications from the state and federal government that this is a private 
property situation and that funds will probably not be coming to fix the situation 
for the homeowners."  The homeowners were on their own, so the lawsuits 
started flying -- the downhill neighbors suing the uphill neighbors, the uphill suing 
the downhill; all of them going after the city.  "It's six houses in San Pablo, so it 
has to be a city problem," Leon Walker said in March 2011.  Romey happens to 
be a licensed land surveyor. He spotted something on the old maps -- a drain 
designed and approved by San Pablo's city engineer in 1955 -- to deal with a 
previous landslide.  The soil investigation report at the time said, "The purpose of 
the drain is to remove subsurface waters and prevent the build-up of water 
pressures in the compacted fills... and minimize the possibility of slides.  They 
never disclosed that that drain system was there," Romey said. "They never 
inspected it, they never maintained it. They basically hid it, they tried to cover it 
up."  Romey says it was a bad design with open-joint pipes that allowed water to 
flow across the hillside.  It took just three years after the drain was installed for 
another slide to claim a chunk of the hillside.  "In 1958, they knew it was a bad 
design when it blew out the hillside, they should have taken the rest of it out," 
Romey said. "They didn't.  They left it there."  Romey blames the drainage 
system for two more slides later. The hillside has seen a total of four.  Noyes and 
Romey went over the slides on a map.  "The old one, and then '58, and '83 and 
2011," Romey said.  "This one.”  "I believe Joe is unfortunately just wrong," San 
Pablo's geologist Alan Kropp said.         
            



        (Special News Cont.) 

(5/2/14 Slide Cont.) 
 
Kropp is a long-time geologist hired by San Pablo to address the slide.  He says 
the drain is not the issue, but the steep angle at which the developer graded the 
hillside in the 1950s and the poor quality of compacted fill material in the project. 
"Given enough time and rain, after a while that rain and some landscape 
irrigation progressively weakens the ground," Kropp said.  "And in a period of 
fairly heavy rain in the spring of 2011, it was time for that hill to start sliding."  
That was enough to convince the lawyers in the various lawsuits.  They agreed to 
dismiss the city of San Pablo as a defendant, and they've come up with a 
settlement: $900,000 from the neighbors' insurance policies to shore up the 
hillside and install a drainage system, some of the money will pay for repairs to 
homes damaged by the slide, and "the property owners are releasing any and all 
future claims" against the city.  That's why Romey refuses to sign.  He's 
concerned about another slide in the future and about the city ducking 
responsibility.  "The city manager and the city attorney's priority number one is 
avoiding responsibility," Romey said.  "And that's been their total focus.  Public 
safety?  Not a big deal. If this thing goes, well, it goes."  The city manager and 
city attorney did not return the I-Team's phone calls or emails, but they allowed 
their geologist, Alan Kropp, to go on camera and explain their position.  If Romey 
doesn't agree to the deal -- and it appears he won't -- the case may be headed to 
a mandatory, binding arbitration next month. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(Special News Cont.) 

ABC7 NEWS 6PM - Tuesday, 5/6 (6:45) 
 
Some SF Zoo workers were so worried about safety they agreed to appear on-
camera with the ABC7 News I-Team.  After a tiger at the SF Zoo killed a young 
man in 2007, the zoo installed a "code red" siren system to warn workers and the 
public if another dangerous animal escapes.  But, zoo employees were coming 
forward to say "code red" is not working the way it should.  The I-Team 
investigation began with an unsigned letter from someone describing themselves 
as "a friend of zoo workers" who is concerned about their safety.  Then, we filed 
a public records act request and received internal zoo documents that show 
problems in the code red system.  A group of employees from the San Francisco 
Zoo are taking an extraordinary step -- going on camera to say safety at the zoo 
could be better -- that it should be better.  They have seen first-hand, this can be 
a life or death issue.  "I went home at the end of the day with chunks of meat and 
blood in my hair on me," animal keeper Corey Hallman said.  Hallman watched a 
tiger mangle his co-worker's arm -- she survived and still works at the zoo.  Zoo 
administrative worker Wesley Haug was there one year later on Christmas Day 
when the same tiger, Tatiana, leapt from her grotto and killed 17-year-old Carlos 
Sousa, Jr. There were reports, never proven, that Sousa's two friends had 
taunted the tiger.  Police shot and killed the 350-pound cat.  "I saw Tatiana 
almost every day; I'd go by before I left," Haug said. "It was such a beautiful cat 
and for this to happen; it was devastating."  In response to the mauling, the zoo 
spent more than $27,000 on a "code red" alert system with personal panic 
buttons for keepers working with the most dangerous animals, horns to 
broadcast a warning tone and a message telling visitors to find shelter, and a 
computer system that automatically called the police.  But, keepers sometimes 
triggered the alarm by accident.  "They never gave us any kind of protective case 
or gear to prevent that from happening," Hallman said. "So, many of the 
employees got creative and took bottle caps and duct taped them over it."  After 
some of the buttons suffered water damage, the zoo, without consulting the 
worker safety committee, decided to mount all the alarm buttons on the wall.  The 
animal keepers union representative calls that a mistake.  "If you are being 
mauled by a tiger, you can't say, 'Excuse me one second, I need to run over and 
press this button,'" Tim Jenkins said.  Zoo Director Tanya Peterson and her 
spokesperson repeatedly denied requests for an interview, so Dan Noyes caught 
up to her at the zoo last week to ask several important questions.  Dan Noyes: 
"Why put the buttons up on the wall instead of on the keeper's person. I mean, if 
I'm being attacked, it might be hard to reach the wall, right?"  Tanya Peterson: 
"Well, you know what, we did have a keeper unfortunately attacked by a tiger. It 
was the buddy system and another person was there, so we feel that the buddy 
system is a more important offensive process for safety."  She said the buddy 
system and radios are most important to keeping workers safe.  Peterson and 
her team have altered the "code red" system -- cutting the automatic notification 
to SFPD and removing the verbal message. 



(Special News Cont.) 
 
(5/6/14 Zoo Cont.) 
 
Dan: Is it important to have the buttons working for you?"  Tanya Peterson: "The 
buttons are a secondary system.  It's a public alarm system.  We're actually 
concerned that they create mayhem."  That worries zoo workers.  They've lost 
confidence in Peterson and how she and her staff maintain the "code red" 
system.  "I walk through the Zoo every day and it's always on my mind; OK, are 
we safe or could we be safer," Haug said.  "I think that we should be a world 
class leader in safety, based on our past experience," Operations Shop Steward 
Steve Levitt said.  The workers want a simple test, just like a fire drill -- push 
each of the 10 "code red" buttons and hear the alarm go off.  The zoo refuses, 
instead testing parts of the system at different times, and staging exercises like 
one from December.  Tanya Peterson: "I'm going to ask everyone to go in 
lockdown, he is approaching the front gate, he may be armed."  She devised a 
scenario in which a gunman is looking for his ex-wife, a zoo employee. She 
signals a staff member to push a code red button.  Tanya Peterson: "Main Desk, 
in fact, why don't you hit the panic button for me?"  Main Desk: "10-4 pushing the 
panic button."  The alarm doesn't sound. Peterson tries again.  Tanya Peterson: 
"Could you just make someone hit the panic button so everybody knows?  I'm 
going to take these people up and lock them down here."  Again, nothing.  More 
than five minutes pass, until the head of it struggles to manually sound the alarm. 
 Durant Chow: "I'm trying to do it manually now, it's going, but it's not sounding."  
The I-Team found more problems with the "code red" system in public records:  
2011: System malfunctioned and sent out false alert 2012: "Recorded message 
on the speaker system was inaudible" 2013: test of panic buttons in bears and 
administration "outright failed."  The button in snow leopards had no batteries and 
no wiring.  "It wasn't hooked up to the system," Jenkins said. "So, one of my 
members who works at snow leopards thought for over two years, if she was in 
trouble she could push that button and it would work and it didn't.  It never 
worked."  The I-Team took what it found to the San Francisco Recreation and 
Parks Commission that manage the zoo.  "Frankly, my concerns as chair of the 
Joint Zoo Committee are really around the inability of frankly both sides to move 
beyond the rhetoric and get to let's find workable solutions," Rec. and Parks 
Commissioner Eric McDonnell said.  Carlos Sousa says after the tiger killed his 
son, he found some comfort knowing the zoo tried to be safer with the "code red" 
system.  Now, he wants them to get it right.  "I think they should, you know, fix 
that problem and make sure it works for all the employees, so the employees are 
safe and the people that go to the zoo are safe," Sousa s said.  The zoo has just 
announced it's spending $170,000 on new radios that have a panic button -- that 
does not address how the public will be warned about a dangerous animal on the 
loose.  The zoo put out a statement saying in part, "The zoo has full confidence 
in our safety procedures...and has received full and complete certifications from 
all of our oversight organizations, including the Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums and the USDA." 


